**RUSTIC (GRANITE) WALL**

Bronze Plaque
152mm x 152mm
- Interment right $500
- Single plaque (six lines) $440
- Dual conversion plaque (six lines) $675
- Additional detachable plate $295

It should be noted that only a portion of ashes are interred in the granite wall and block (niche) wall. The remainder can either be collected by the family, or placed in an unmarked location within the cemetery.

**BLOCK (NICHE) WALL**

Bronze Plaque
137mm x 102mm
- Interment right $440
- Single plaque (six lines) $420

**ALTERNATIVES TO BRONZE PLAQUE**

- **Lasting Memories Plaque**
  230mm x 230mm
  - Standard up to three photographs and 75 letters of text $1,400
  - Additional photograph $250/photo
  - Additional text $1.50/letter

- **Life’s Memories Glass Plaque**
  230mm x 230mm
  - Standard plaque $1,475

**FLOWER AND ORNAMENT POLICY**

- Fresh or artificial flowers are welcome memorial tributes in all areas of Carinya Gardens Cemetery.
- Items of glass, porcelain or ceramic such as vases, receptacles, ornaments, wind chimes, solar lights and any items that are broken, in poor condition or pose a hazard are not permitted.
- Memorial tributes, including fresh and artificial flowers which have deteriorated will be removed at our discretion.
- Non floral items removed will be stored for a period of four weeks. After this period, the items will be disposed of.
- Floral tributes, ornaments, wind chimes etc are not permitted to be attached to trees, shrubs or memorial surrounds at any memorial site.
- The picking of flowers, roses and plants is prohibited.
- The planting of flora is prohibited within the cemetery and will be removed upon detection.
- A maximum of two plastic cemetery courtesy vases are permitted on each burial allotment at any given time.
- Brass vases suitable for placement in burial headlocks are available for purchase from the office.

**MEMORIAL SEATS**

In keeping with the natural setting of Carinya Gardens Cemetery, the garden benches are made of unfinished jarrah and wrought iron. A four line memorial plaque may be placed on the benches, however ashes are not interred at the site.
- Licence fee $1,000
- Plaque $425

**Carinya Gardens Cemetery Cremation Plaque Price List 2019/2020**

City of Mount Gambier
Carinya Gardens Cemetery
Corner Grant Avenue and White Avenue, Mount Gambier
Phone 08 8725 3099
Email carinyagardens@mountgambier.sa.gov.au
There is a variety of memorialisation options available at Carinya Gardens Cemetery. Family and friends are welcome to attend and participate when ashes are interred at the memorial site. ‘Advance’ reservations may be made for the same period by payment of the applicable fee. Transfer of reservations/interment rights is only permitted with the approval of Council. Cemetery staff are available to assist you in the choice of wording or emblems for the memorial plaque. Please do not hesitate to ask for advice.

**WORDBING**

The following are some examples of wording:

**First Line**
- IN LOVING MEMORY OF
- IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE OF
- CHERISHED MEMORIES OF
- IN MEMORY OF

**Dates**
- 3.1.1894 - 1.1.1964 AGE 76 YEARS
- 3.1.1894 - 1.1.1964 AGED 76 YEARS
- 3.1.1894 - 1.1.1964
- 3RD JANUARY 1894 - 1ST JANUARY 1964

**Last Line**
- AT REST
- REST IN PEACE
- ALWAYS REMEMBERED
- IN GOD’S CARE
- SO DEARLY LOVED, SO SADLY MISSED
- FOREVER IN OUR THOUGHTS
- CHERISHED MEMORIES
- GOD HAS HER/HIM IN HIS KEEPING
- WE HAVE HER/HIM IN OUR HEARTS
- HERE RESTS A GENTLEMAN
- SLEEPING PEACEFULLY
- UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN

**ADDITIONAL PLAQUE OPTIONS**
- Cross/Office of War Graves emblem no charge
- Standard emblem $85/emblem
- Made to order emblems P.O.A.
- Additional line of text (after six lines) $42/line
- Metal photograph (5cm x 7cm) $350
- Ceramic photograph (5cm x 7cm) $125
- First proof at no charge – additional proofs $55/proof
- Interment of cremated remains in existing grave $455
- Plaque cleaner $30

**WATERFALL AREAS 1, 2 AND 3**

Bronze Plaque on Granite Base
230mm x 230mm
- Interment right $940
- Plaque (six lines) $545
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $470

Bronze Plaque on Upright Plinth
150mm x 110mm
- Interment right $740
- Plaque (six lines) $455
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $370

**ROTUNDA MEMORIAL 1**

Bronze Plaque on Granite Base
230mm x 230mm
- Interment right $940
- Plaque (six lines) $545
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $470

**CROSS AREA AND BORONIA GARDEN**

Bronze Plaque on Granite Base
230mm x 230mm
- Interment right $680
- Plaque (six lines) $545
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $340

Bronze Plaque on Upright Plinth
150mm x 110mm
- Interment right $640
- Plaque (six lines) $455
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $320

**ROSE GARDENS 1 AND 2**

Bronze Plaque on Upright Plinth
150mm x 110mm
- Interment right $640
- Plaque (six lines) $455
- 2nd Interment/Reservation $320